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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

O'Donnell, Stacy 
Tuesday, February 11 , 2020 9:15 AM 
Board Records, 
Citizen to be Heard Speech - 2-11-2020 
citizen to be heard 2-11 -20.pdf 

The citizen dropped his speech off this morning to the office. Each commission office was provided a copy. The attached 
is a copy for your record. 

Stacy O'Donnell 
Executive Assistant 1 
Board of County Commissioners 
315 Court Street, 5th Floor 

Clearwater, FL 33756 
Phone: 727.464.4004 office 
Email: sodonnell@pinellascounty.org 
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Politically speaking, does liberty and freedom include Deliberate omission, proactive 
Constitutional inaction, lack of Efficiency in Article 7; Making lots of money making a "muck" 
of the place? Then doubling-down re-constituting making (even) more money cleaning-up the 
"muck" that you made, claiming to be "reasonable and beneficial" finding solutions to the 
problems that were orchestrated deliberately? 
Using Subversion Prudently/Sensibly using constitutional Mediums and Trickery claimed as a 
"Natural Right", "r=ehe/lis115/y" birthing water jYrisdietions, 
Sedition From Day 1, using the element of misrule, desecrating our wetlands, hiding 
shadowed governments within and under the "puppetry'' of this Candid, Arbitrary, 
Pretentious government. 
Legislating, Excising/Aggregating defacto; "rebelliously" birthing water jurisdictions, coupled 
with oppressive forms of taxation, (to include taxation without duly elected representation) 
formulating direct taxation/poll taxing civilians, form Article 1. 
Casually Endowing such political liberty's thru the use of humor, caprice and avarice using 
purposeful dissention and mockery, as it's foundation of Manifesting legal pursuits, in a 
fee(simple) title undertaking/usurping, giving rise to, privatizing political powers, Thru the 
prowess of undermining the resources of this land as a way to indirectly weaken those people 
this government is "laughing at" as they govern, seen as a Useful Art as constituted. 

As Artifice, Using the dissolution of this constitution as a mechanism to give rise to an 
underlying feudal objective, in the form of an Effigy, using water as its interest, as it's weapon 
of choice, as its election of Choice stemming from Artiele 2, Set in motion, Serving not to 
protect, but to pollute the water supply, (designing a disaster) Choosing to Laugh in the face 
of Almighty God in Federalist Paper#ZO, in an election of appointing one's own "Despotic" 
self as seen in Federalist paper#9. Bridgetrolling/Abridged in the 14th Amendment. 

To the Discredit of (all) the holdings of this government. 
Uniformly our water supply is on the verge of being carcinogenic. 
This government has taken absolutely no real measures to conserve or protect the quality of 
our water in any regard whatsoever. 
The charge of correcting such measures "constitutionally" shall be levied against the bond 
holding "sweepingly so" in the comprehensive rebuilding of fill our infrastructure, against all 
the stakeholders both in/of this government. 

Injecting Reclaimed Water fecal nitrates "directly" into the drinking water supply "absent" 
the natural/aerobic filtration as water moves downward thru the soil horizons as it 
percolates "aerobically" as it filters itself properly, is to deceive us even more 
with your age of reasonable/beneficial unjustifiable, long train of stumbling logic of 
legislation, as set out before us. 


